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I
t is far from business as usual in the 
UAE, where, post-pandemic, the busi-
ness and legislative agenda is led by 

the need for sustainability and diversification. 
When research for this project began, COP26 
dominated the news cycle and, with an an-
nouncement that the UAE is aiming for net zero 
by 2050, an obvious theme for this special edi-
tion emerged.

Historically, the Gulf has been associated al-
most solely with hydrocarbons. It is far from a 
new sentiment, however, that the green transi-
tion must begin in earnest. It is at the forefront 
of minds in government that while oil and gas 
wealth will help the region make the necessary 
investments, it must be balanced with careful 
consideration for the future wellbeing of the 
planet. And while the UAE Centennial 2071 blue-
print, a plan for the next 50 years, claims loftily 

that the combined Emirates will be “the best 
country in the world,” the sentiment and ambi-
tion is clear. During the course of our research, 
carried out mostly post COVID-19 lockdown, 
the business community consistently shared 
their experiences of both hardship and opportu-
nity, with the digitalization agenda being rapidly 
progressed as the economy shut down to pro-
tect public health. Government support and a 
rapid vaccine rollout also created renewed trust 
among business in the authorities.

With all this in mind, this publication sets out 
to shine a spotlight on the sustainability agenda, 
examining topics including the blue economy, 
hydrocarbons, green energy, transformative 
technology, and more. It features interviews 
with dozens of public- and private-sector lead-
ers and is a key handbook for anyone looking to 
invest in the UAE. ✖
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A few weeks before the recent COP26 Summit in Glasgow, the UAE 
surprised the world by announcing that it had set a target for, and 
was on track to reach, zero carbon emissions by 2050. Several na-
tions were to announce similar goals at the event itself, but the UAE 
was the first in the GCC to set such a lofty ambition. For a region his-
torically slow to move on climate change policies and whose econ-
omy is dominated by its hydrocarbons, the move was seminal. The 
region produces over one-fifth of the global oil supply and, with war 
in Ukraine shifting demand away from Russia, the GCC is expected 
to shoulder an even greater responsibility over the coming years.

The UAE, though, has always been the example that other coun-
tries in the GCC follow. Its wide-ranging blueprints for economic 
growth have been swiftly adopted by neighboring countries. And the 
business-friendly policies and regulatory frameworks over the past 
10 years that have seen Dubai become a global financial hub are a 
blueprint that Doha, Riyadh, Kuwait City, and Muscat are keenly ob-
serving and implementing.

It is with these ambitions in mind that The Business Year decided 
to frame its research into the country for this publication. Sustain-
ability, transformative technologies, the green and blue economies, 
and education are themes that have emerged as key to diversifica-
tion efforts. And whilst many of these topics have featured previously 
in our reporting, our researchers have noted an acceleration in the 
vigor and energy around these themes across the public and private 
sectors since the 2050 commitment was announced.

The COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated just how expediently the 
UAE’s government could lead from the top. Social and sanitary pre-
cautions and fiscal and monetary policies were enacted with an agil-
ity that ensured that the country led the world on effectively mitigat-
ing the pandemic. When the vaccine rolled around, the government 
was again ready. The UAE’s deployment of the vaccine was amongst 
the quickest in the world. Digitalization, already a cornerstone of the 
public and private landscape, accelerated even more quickly than 
before. The UAE government now hopes to leverage its experiences 

Not long ago, the topic of diversification was front and center in the minds of 
policymakers across the GCC. Today, this has been supplanted by the nobler cause 

of sustainability, or ensuring that whatever comes after oil can stand forever in 
environmental harmony. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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GDP PER CAPITA 
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during the pandemic to bring about a country-wide commitment to 
ending climate change.

The structure of our chapters has focused on those sectors most 
impacted by the theme of sustainability. In the Investment chapter, 
we explore how companies are leveraging the momentum of Expo 
2020 to trickle down benefits to other Emirates. In Governance, we 
hear from the public-sector figures helping to steer the top-down 
narrative. And in Blue Economy & Transportation we dive into ef-
forts to maintain the circular economy of the UAE’s rich marine 
world and bustling ports. 

Elsewhere, the Energy Transition & Sustainability chapter exam-
ines the efforts being made to decarbonize electricity generation, 
move away from oil and gas, and promote a more diverse, sustain-
able economic model. From Shell to Dragon Oil to nuclear regula-
tors, our interviewees are united in their optimism in this regard, 
but agree that maintaining momentum will be the key challenge this 
decade.

Finally, our Education & Health and Transformative Technol-
ogies chapters deal with the future of the sustainability effort. Our 
interviews across the education sector are particularly eye opening, 
discussing the development of future-ready curricula with a specif-

ic eye on challenges such as the climate emergency. For companies 
at the forefront of the digitalization and tech agenda interviewed for 
this publication, the topic of carbon neutrality was ever present, and 
green solutions are likely to shape a significant part of their product 
pipeline for years to come.

Yet while much of the focus of the questions posed to our inter-
viewees across this publication deal with the nature of the green 
transition, it is no secret that there remains a reliance on the finite 
resources of oil, coal, and gas. Indeed, hydrocarbons have been key 
to advancing the UAE’s prosperity since its foundation. An overnight 
switch to a green economy would undoubtedly hurt the economy 
and the livelihoods and the lifestyles of its citizens. Therefore, the 
question arises of how to manage the transition so that it is fair and 
equitable for citizens. Given that this is a business publication, and 
businesses by their very nature seek to turn a profit, how to man-
age this transition whilst also remaining profitable have been key 
features of the interviews we have conducted. The response by and 
large shows an awareness of the challenge beyond.

Looking ahead, the UAE is set to host COP28 in 2023, where the 
country will hope to showcase its achievements so far and encourage 
further global cooperation to tackle the climate emergency. ✖

United Arab Emirates 2022, Energy Transition & Sustainability Special Edition
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2022
JUNE 17
The UAE licenses the third unit of the 
Barakah Nuclear Power Plant.

2022
DECEMBER 22

Pudae pe escil ea dem eictem aut 
quatus et fugias molupta invellum, sunt 

dellenihil mo cone ma voluptate nosto 
te se corrum, solupti incidit, to blaut 

fugiassin prora doloribus. Soluptae. Eque 
sitisci sam explit offictatur

2022
MAY 13

Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed al-Nahyan, 
President of the UAE, passes away.

2021
NOVEMBER 11

The UAE is announced as the host of the 
COP28 Climate Conference for 2023.

2021
SEPTEMBER 14

The commercial operation of unit 2 of 
the Barakah Nuclear Power Plant begins 

operation.

2021
OCTOBER 7

The UAE becomes the first country in the 
GCC to commit to the global target of net 

zero carbon emissions by 2050.

2022
MAY 14
Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed is named as 
the new President of the UAE.

2022
DECEMBER 22
Pudae pe escil ea dem eictem aut 
quatus et fugias molupta invellum, sunt 
dellenihil mo cone ma voluptate nosto 
te se corrum, solupti incidit, to blaut 
fugiassin prora doloribus. Soluptae. Eque 
sitisci sam explit offictatur? 

2021
DECEMBER 6
Sheikh Tahnoun bin Zayed, UAE National 
Security Advisor, meets the Iranian 
president in Tehran in a bid to ease the 
historically unfriendly relations between 
the UAE and Iran. 

2021
OCTOBER 1
Expo 2020, delayed by the COVID-19 
pandemic, opens in Dubai
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A view from inside the presidential 
palace, Qasr Al Watan, in Abu Dhabi
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UAE FOREIGN AID
SOURCE: UAE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS & INTERNATIONAL 
COOPERATION, ZAWYA

Total assistance provided (2021-mid 
Aug 2022)

USD3.5BN
No. of recipient countries 
(2020)

170

Main 2020 aid objectives

COVID-19 mitigation

Reconstruction in 
Iraq and Syria

Female 
entrepreneurialism

Polio eradication

Least developed & lower-middle 
income countries targeted (2020)

46
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C H A P T E R  S U M M A R Y

VISION
ACCOMPLISHED

he governance of the UAE continues to 
have a strong and stable outlook going 
forward. The passing of Sheikh Khalifa 

bin Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan in May 2022 was 
met with national mourning. The announcement 
of the new president, Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed 
bin Sultan Al Nahyan, was swiftly and smoothly 
announced the following day. MBZ, as he is af-
fectionately known, becomes only the third pres-
ident of the UAE, a remarkable indicator of just 
how young the country is. 

The political stability of the country has long 
been its standout feature. The low level of Islamic 
militancy, which has plagued parts of the region, 
and the impact of the seminal Abraham Accords 
with Israel in 2021 mean the UAE’s foreign poli-
cy can be directed toward its commercial ambi-
tions. The careful management of the pandemic 
has also left the government with more time and 
energy to focus on its commercial priorities. 

A decade ago, the government’s main means 
for structuring the development of the economy 
centered on its “Visions,” a series of ambitious 
development whitepapers. Across the Emirates, 
these visions were issued as guiding principles 
for every sector of the economy, both public 

and private, to meet certain targets. The success 
of this approach was such that the visions have 
been duplicated in essence by every other coun-
try in the GCC. The most significant locally was 
the UAE’s Vision 2021, planned to coincide with 
the 50th anniversary of the country. However, the 
need for such sweeping diktats has diminished 
as public institutions have become more clearly 
established.

The rapid progression of the UAE’s economic 
and business landscape over the past few years 
owes much to positive government reform. Un-
derstanding the need for a sustainable economy 
built for the long term, the government sought to 
introduce visas for retirees, digital nomads, en-
trepreneurs, and other talent in order to attract 
foreign investment and skilled labor to settle in 
the country. Commercial company laws have 
also been relaxed. 

Now, with the new president of the UAE swiftly 
installed, it looks to be business as usual for the 
new government. Stability at home and increased 
political standing abroad can only serve a boon 
to the commercial interests of the UAE economy, 
whose strong performance will help the country’s 
ambitious sustainability agenda. ✖

Governance

T
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Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan passed away at the age of 73, leaving 
behind a legacy of state-building, tolerance, and refinement.

A GAMECHANGER

EVERYONE WHO HAS EVER BEEN TO THE UAE must have heard his 
name, as the country’s most iconic landmark, Burj Khalifa in Dubai, 
is named after Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan. Quite fittingly, 
the skyscraper’s construction began when Sheikh Khalifa was an-
nounced as the next President of the UAE in 2004, and its comple-
tion in 2010 symbolized the UAE’s prosperity and impressive eco-
nomic development.

The life and times of Sheikh Khalifa was fraught with challenges 
as well as opportunities, and almost all Emiratis agree he did his 
best during his long political career. It was under his leadership be-
tween 2004 and 2022 that the UAE saw a second wave of develop-
ment, rising in status from a reasonably prosperous Gulf economy 
to a highly modernized nation.

The role of Sheikh Khalifa in his nation’s history, however, began 
even before his presidency. The eldest son of the then-ruler of Abu 
Dhabi, Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, Sheikh Khalifa was born 
on September 7, 1948 in a royal fort in Al Ain. He grew up during a 
decisive period in his nation’s history, experiencing first-hand the 
last years of Abu Dhabi—and the neighboring Emirates—as protec-
torates that decided to take the initiative and become the masters 
of their own destiny.

Sheikh Khalifa began his career as a statesman before indepen-
dence. Soon after his graduation from the Royal Military Academy 
Sandhurst, he became a representative of Abu Dhabi's ruler, among 
a handful of other duties. Over the years, Sheikh Khalifa was influ-
enced by his late father’s leadership, gaining the trust of Emiratis 
and the international community alike.

He was named Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi at the age of 21 some 
two years before unification. The young prince eagerly followed 
the developments leading up to the founding of the UAE, includ-
ing December 2, 1971, when his father’s advisor, Ahmed Khalifa Al 
Suwaidi, announced at Al Diafah Palace in Jumeirah the formation 
of the UAE to the world. The rulers of the Emirates had previously 
signed the treaty of the proclamation of the Union, and the flag of 
the new nation was hoisted for the first time by Sheikh Zayed soon 
afterward.

During his 20s, Sheikh Khalifa saw his young nation forging 
a national identity, while entering a period of change. He closely 
witnessed the UAE’s miraculous transformation from a conglom-
erate of remote protectorates to a newly independent nation facing 
challenges and subsequently a wealthy and united nation that is the 
envy of the region. 

The prince stood out as a reliable statesman in the newly found-
ed UAE, being offered the position of Deputy Prime Minister in the 
second cabinet of the UAE in 1973. Sheikh Khalifa’s contribution to 
the economy of his nation continued when he was put in charge of 
the Abu Dhabi Investment Authority (ADIA) in 1976. The wealth ac-
cumulated by the investment authority would play a crucial role in 
the economic development of the entire UAE. Today, ADIA’s assets 
are estimated at USD700 billion—the third-largest sovereign wealth 
in the world after China and Norway.

Since the early years, Sheikh Khalifa’s outstanding leadership 
was matched by his civility, humanism, and love for his fellow Emi-
ratis. Even before becoming the UAE President, he traveled across 
the country, speaking to different people from all walks of life in the 
traditional face-to-face Arabian manner, while taking note of their 
needs. Sheikh Khalifa did not stop his tours of the UAE when he 
succeeded his late father as President in 2004.

From November 3, 2004, until his passing in 2022, Sheikh Khalifa 
served as the President of the UAE, during which time the country 
underwent significant development in terms of economy, adminis-
tration, and culture. Its GDP went from roughly USD145 billion in 
2004 to over USD420 billion in 2022.

The UAE became an international player in many areas as a re-
sult of the foreign policy laid out by Sheikh Khalifa, who was highly 
optimistic about regional and international cooperation. He was 
famously supportive of the GCC and always closely followed devel-
opments in the wider Arab world.

Two decades of Sheikh Khalifa’s presidency saw a major change 
in the population makeup of the UAE, with millions of expatri-
ates choosing to live and work in the country. He was a dedicated 
supporter of internationalization, while protecting the local com-
munity. In one of his last major acts as President, Sheikh Khalifa 
issued a decree in 2020 facilitating the longtime residence of foreign 
nationals. The decision further popularized the President among 
non-Emirati residents.

Sheikh Khalifa passed away on May 13, 2022 and was buried at 
Al Bateen Cemetery in Abu Dhabi in a dignified but simple cere-
mony. He will be remembered by his people for modernization, 
culturedness, and moderation, the keywords of his legacy. Sheikh 
Khalifa’s attitude toward these ideas is perhaps best summed up 
in the following quote: “Any individual state however prominent 
cannot successfully face the challenges of the modern era except by 
enlightened scientific and cultural prosperity.” ✖

O B I T U A R Y 
Sheikh Khalifa  bin Zayed Al  Nahyan,  former President of  the UAE
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Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed becomes the third President of the UAE, 
and likely a unique leader in the nation’s history.

LEAD BY EXAMPLE

SOON AFTER the late Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan was laid 
to rest in Abu Dhabi on May 14, 2022, members of the UAE’s fed-
eral supreme council unanimously elected Sheikh Mohammed bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan as the country’s new president. He was appoint-
ed the new ruler of Abu Dhabi the previous day. The 61-year-old is 
the son of the country’s founding father, the late Sheikh Zayed bin 
Sultan Al Nahyan, and the younger brother of the late president, 
Sheikh Khalifa. 

Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed helped run the president’s office 
during the last few years, when the late Sheikh Khalifa was in poor 
health following a stroke in 2014. Rulers of the six other Emirates 
lauded the appointment, with Dubai’s Sheikh Mohammed bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum pledging allegiance on behalf of his people and 
himself to the new UAE president.

The new ruler is by no means new to high-stakes positions; in 
addition to acting as a special advisor to the previous president, he 
has been Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi since 2004 and Deputy Su-
preme Commander of the UAE’s armed forces since 2005, among 
holding several other important offices since 1979.

Sheikh Mohammed is well known across the Gulf region, and 
around the world people are becoming more familiar with his views 
and his politics. Sheikh Mohammed is quite an interesting person-
ality in many ways. He has had a long and extraordinary career 
spanning 40 years that has shaped and informed his political views.

He was sent to school in Morocco in 1975 by his father, the late 
Sheikh Zayed, and lived a largely independent life there without 
any royal privileges, in accordance with his father’s wishes. He was 
then sent to Gordonstoun School in Scotland—a boarding school 
that is traditionally attended by British and European royals. While 
many of the alumnus have described their time at Gordonstoun 
School as challenging, Sheikh Mohammed thrived and went on to 
attend the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst, for the military part 
of his education. He has been a military man ever since. 

Those who have met him often describe Sheikh Mohammed as 
a friendly and open-minded leader who has no reservations about 
meeting people face-to-face, often holding traditional receptions 
knows as majlis, especially during Ramadan. All Emiratis have been 
welcome to apply to be present at one of his majlis gatherings to 
voice their opinions or complaints. 

As for his politics, Mohammed bin Zayed is believed to be liber-
al-minded and has demonstrated support for the free market and 
the GCC project. He will undoubtedly keep the country on the same 
pro-business trajectory that began with the late Sheikh Zayed and 
continued under Sheikh Khalifa, which helped the UAE economy 
outperform every other economy in the region.

Sheikh Mohammed values pluralism greatly. Several Western 
journalists who have spent time with Sheikh Mohammed in person 
have pointed out his inclusive approach to governing. Such views 
will appeal to the foreign workforce, who account for some 70% of 
the Emirati economy.

Sheikh Mohammed’s personality has yet another important as-
pect. Holding the rank of Lieutenant General, he has been a military 
man throughout his adult life. He has served in different branches 
of service, including the UAE Air Force, where he received his train-
ing as a fighter pilot.

In 2005, Sheikh Mohammed was promoted to Deputy Supreme 
Commander of the UAE Armed Forces, in which capacity he re-
structured the Emirati Armed Forces, while thoroughly upgrading 
its equipment. The reforms are widely believed to have increased 
the military power of the UAE. The new president’s military knowl-
edge is definitely a desirable quality, given the realities of the region 
and the world in 2022. Despite his enthusiasm about all things mili-
tary, Sheikh Mohammed also believes in avoiding military confron-
tations wherever possible.

A few weeks into his presidency, the new president made an im-
pressive appearance at Jeddah Security and Development Summit. 
He has also received an invitation from the US President, Joe Biden, 
for a state visit to the US, which will likely include a large number 
of economic deals. Furthermore, he completed a successful visit to 
France that concluded with the signing of multiple MoUs.

Back in the capital, he has held productive meetings with rulers 
of the Emirates. In July, he received Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid 
Al Maktoum to discuss the economic renaissance of the UAE, 
among a dozen other things. Sheikh Mohammed evidently has a 
tight schedule. At 61— a young age for a head of state in the Middle 
East—Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan will have a great 
deal of energy to spend on his many plans for the UAE in the com-
ing years. ✖

P R O F I L E 
Mohammed bin Zayed Al  Nahyan
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F O C U S 
Seven Emirates

ON DECEMBER 2, 1971, THE UAE WAS DECLARED AN INDEPENDENT, 
SOVEREIGN, AND FEDERAL STATE. THE UAE IS A CONSTITUTIONAL 
FEDERATION AND COMPRISES SEVEN EMIRATES: ABU DHABI, DUBAI, 
SHARJAH, RAS AL KHAIMAH, AJMAN, UMM AL QUWAIN, AND FUJAIRAH.  
ABU DHABI CITY IS THE CAPITAL OF THE UAE.

UMM AL QUWAIN
SIZE

720SQKM

POPULATION

73,000e 

AJMAN
SIZE

259SQKM

POPULATION

262,186e 

SIZE

4,114SQKM

POPULATION

2,976,455e DUBAI

SIZE

67,340SQKM

POPULATION

2,908,173e ABU DHABI

Ruling family: Al Nahyan
 
Ruler: Sheikh Mohamed bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan, President of 
the UAE
 
Executive Council Chair: Sheikh 
Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan
 
Economy: Oil and natural 
gas, investment, real estate, 
tourism, and retail

Ruling family: Al Maktoum
 
Ruler: Sheikh Mohammed bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-
President and Prime Minister 
of the UAE
 
Executive Council Chair: Crown 
Prince Sheikh Hamdan bin 
Mohammed bin Rashid Al 
Maktoum 
 
Economy: Trade, real estate, 
services, tourism, retail, and 
the financial sector

Ruling family: Al Nuaimi
 
Ruler: Sheikh Humaid Bin 
Rashid Al Nuaimi
 
Economy: Manufacturing, 
construction, real estate, 
transport, storage, and 
communications

Ruling family: Al Mualla
 
Ruler: Sheikh Saud bin Rashid 
Al Mualla
 
Economy: Fishing, seafood, 
poultry, and dairy

ABU DHABI DUBAI AJMAN UMM AL QUWAIN

United Arab Emirates 2022, Energy Transition & Sustainability Special Edition
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SIZE

1,684SQKM

POPULATION

300,000e 

SIZE

1,166SQKM

POPULATION

152,000e 

SIZE

2,590SQKM

POPULATION

1,171,097e 

RAS AL KHAIMAH

FUJAIRAH

SHARJAH

Ruling family: Al Qasimi
 
Ruler: Sheikh Saud bin Saqr  
Al Qasimi
 
Economy: Agricultural produce, 
tourism, cement, ceramics, 
and pharmaceuticals

Ruling family: Al Sharqi
 
Ruler: Sheikh Hamad bin 
Mohammed Al Sharqi
 
Economy: Cement, mining, 
construction, free trade zones, 
shipping, and finance

Ruling family: Al Qasimi
 
Ruler: Sheikh Dr. Sultan bin 
Muhammad Al Qasimi
 
Economy: Educational 
institutes, 45,000 SMEs, 
manufacturing, real estate, 
and cultural institutions

RAS AL KHAIMAH FUJAIRAH SHARJAH

SOURCE: UAE MINISTRY OF ECONOMY

Governance
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THE POLITICAL  SYSTEM

FEDERAL  GOVERNMENT

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

The political system of the UAE is based on the constitution with the politics 

of the country working within the framework of a federal, presidential, 

and constitutional monarchy. Administratively, as a federation of seven 

Emirates, the UAE has both a Federal (national) government and local 

governments. The operations of the government are distributed between 

the federal and the local governments of each Emirate.

The federal government has exclusive legislative and executive 

jurisdiction over the following matters; foreign affairs, defense, and 

the federal armed forces, protection of the country's security against 

internal or external threat, federal finances, taxes, dues and fees, 

banking, currency, census matters, nationality and immigration issues, 

education, public health, and postal & electricity services.

As each of the seven Emirates has its owns ruler, the pace of 

local government reform is set primarily by the ruler with each 

Emirate reserving a substantial amount of autonomy. Local 

governments have jurisdiction in all matters not assigned to the 

exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal Government. Each local 

government has an executive council which works under the 

supervision of the Ruler's Court of that Emirate, in addition to 

several autonomous agencies/departments with clearly specified 

powers/mandates.

16

THE UAE IS GOVERNED BY A FEDERAL SUPREME 
COUNCIL MADE UP OF SEVEN EMIRATES AND THEIR 

MONARCHS, WHILE ON A LOCAL LEVEL EACH EMIRATE 
HOLDS A LARGE DEGREE OF AUTONOMY. 

THIS COOPERATIVE BASE HAS LED TO ONE OF THE MOST 
POLITICALLY STABLE COUNTRIES IN THE REGION. 

United Arab Emirates 2022, Energy Transition & Sustainability Special Edition
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THE SUPREME COUNCIL—the highest constitutional authority in the UAE.  

It is also the highest legislative and executive authority. It formulates general policy and 

ratifies federal legislation. The Supreme Council consists of the rulers of all of the seven 

emirates, with each Emirate having a single vote in the deliberations of the council.

THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT—
It is the responsibility of the president to supervise 

the Supreme Council and manage its discussions. 

Moreover, the president supervises the execution

of federal laws, decrees, and decisions through the 

cabinet and its ministers. The current President of 

the UAE is Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed bin Sultan Al 

Nahyan, who is also the Ruler of Abu Dhabi. Sheikh 

Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum is the current 

Vice-President and the Prime Minister of the UAE. He 

is also the ruler of Dubai.

Sheikh Mohamed bin
Zayed bin Sultan

Al Nahyan 
President of the UAE

Sheikh Mohammed bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum 

Vice-President &  
Prime Minister of the UAE

THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS 
OR THE CABINET— 
ssssssthe executive branch of 

the federation. It is supervised 

by the Supreme Council and 

the president. It consists of the 

prime minister, two deputy prime 

ministers, the ministers of the UAE, 

and an active general secretariat.

THE FEDERAL NATIONAL 
COUNCIL (FNC)—

The FNC is the consultative 

council, the parliamentary body  

of the UAE. It has 40 members.

THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY—
The legal structure in the UAE 

runs in two systems: The Federal 

Judiciary presided by the Federal 

Supreme Court as the highest 

judicial authority in the UAE and 

the local judicial departments at 

the local government level.

SOURCE: UAE MINISTRY OF ECONOMY

THERE ARE FIVE MAIN FEDERAL AUTHORITIES WHOSE 
RESPONSIBILITY IT IS TO ACHIEVE THE PUBLIC 

GOALS AND POLICIES OF THE FEDERATION, THEY ARE:

Governance
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I N T E R V I E W

Abdullah bin Touq Al  Marri 
C A B I N E T  M E M B E R  &
U A E  M I N I S T E R  O F  E C O N O M Y

Following the excellent response of the UAE 
government to the economic impact of the 
pandemic, and, considering the recent re-
forms, what are the economic priorities for the 
UAE in a post-COVID-19 world?
Following the COVID-19 outbreak, our 
government has set an ambitious goal 
to be the fastest recovering country from 
the impact of pandemic. The economy 
registered 3.8% growth in 2021, largely 
beating expectations of international or-
ganizations and forecasters. The priori-
ties in a post-COVID world are illustrated 
in the “Projects of the 50.” We want to 
build one of the most dynamic econo-
mies in the world and we are conducting 
a series of unprecedented economic pol-
icies and structural reforms to accelerate 
the UAE’s development and transform 
it into a comprehensive hub in strategic 
sectors and make it a top destination for 
talents and investors. Under the leader-
ship of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed 
Bin Zayed and His Highness Sheikh Mo-
hammed Bin Rashid, we are re-engineer-
ing our economy for the next 50 years 
with focus on sustainable trade, invest-
ments in the economies of tomorrow, 
clean energy, agritech, the digital econ-
omy, artificial intelligence, space, and 
human capital.

Silver linings such as digital acceleration and 
increased resiliency emerged over the past 
two years. How has the economy leveraged on 
the opportunities to increase trade in light of 
these economic changes?
The COVID-19 pandemic affected tra-
ditional economies and forced us to in-
novate and think of new approaches and 
processes. The adoption of technology 
and digitalization in the UAE limited the 
impact of the sanitary restrictions on 
the economy and improved resilience. 
Today, 40% of the population uses gov-

ernment digital services more than once 
a week. The services by the Ministry of 
Economy are done digitally. On the re-
tail front, e-commerce is growing rapid-
ly and is playing a major role in shifting 
trends in the retail industry. In 2021, I 
told TBY that the UAE had a reputation 
for being a lab for implementing prom-
ising emerging technologies. Since then, 
the Cabinet has approved a new Digital 
Economy Strategy that seeks to double 
the sector’s contribution to GDP from 
9.7% to 19.4% over the next 10 years. The 
Cabinet also established the UAE Coun-
cil for Digital Economy, chaired by Min-
ister of State for Artificial Intelligence, to 
support the implementation of the strat-
egy. The government is also working to 
build resilience vis-à-vis the rest of the 
world. The UAE believes in opening the 
economy to the world and further inte-
grating into the global trading system by 
strengthening and diversifying our sup-
ply chains. We have been discussing with 
key trading partners the establishment of 
Comprehensive Economic Partnership 
Agreements. We have signed bilateral 
trade deals with India, Indonesia, and 
Israel so far, and the staff at the ministry 

NEW
highs
The UAE Ministry of Economy 
has taken several decisive steps 
to ensure the diversity and 
modernization of its economy 
and move toward an innovation 
and knowledge-based economy.

“We want to build one 
of the most dynamic 

economies in the world, 
and we are conducting a 
series of unprecedented 

economic policies and 
structural reforms to 
accelerate the UAE’s 

development.”
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is working hard to finalize the remaining 
agreements. We also presented our can-
didacy to host the WTO 13th ministerial 
meeting next year. Just as growing trade 
tensions in the 1980s led to a rethink of 
international trade in 1990s with the cre-
ation of the World Trade Organization, 
we believe that now is the right time to 
ensure transparent and predicable rules 
in areas of digital trade and cross-border 
data flows.

In January 2021, the UAE approved its UAE 
Circular Economy Policy to achieve sustain-
able governance and the ideal use of natural 
resources. Over a year later, how has the Min-
istry of Economy actioned on this policy?
The UAE is committed to ensuring sus-
tainable consumption and production 
patterns as per the SDG 12. We have 
been taking tangible steps to address 
waste and cut carbon emissions, whilst 
strengthening growth and creating jobs. 
But transitioning to a circular economy 
will require concerted efforts from fed-
eral and local governments, the private 
sector, and the population. Therefore, 
in the beginning of 2021, we adopted 
the Circular Economic Policy as a com-
prehensive framework that defines the 
UAE’s directions in achieving sustain-
able management and efficient use of 
natural resources. The policy prioritizes a 
few sectors such as green infrastructure, 
transport, manufacturing, food produc-
tion and consumption, technology, and 
R&D. In the past year or so, we estab-
lished the Circular Economy Council to 
oversee the policy implementation. The 
council aims to incentivize the partici-
pation of the private sector in initiatives 
related to the circular economy, and fur-
ther promote partnership between the 
public and private sectors, and advance 
scientific research. We also formed a 

policy committee that is currently devel-
oping a national strategy for the circular 
economy with a roadmap comprising of 
solutions and initiatives in support of the 
circular economy policy. In doing so, the 
committee is collaborating with govern-
ment agencies, the private sector, and 
international stakeholders.

The global rise in inflation is a trend many 
economists underestimated that is now im-
pacting the global economy. How can the UAE 
mitigate the inflationary challenge?
The inflation that most countries are 
currently experiencing is caused by in-
teresting factors. Some are specific to 
each country, and some are imported. 
80% of the advanced economies and 
60% of emerging economies are seeing 
inflation over 5% according to the Bank 
of International Settlements. There is 
no doubt that this is a challenging situ-
ation for governments and central banks 
around the world. The duration of these 
pressures on prices will depend on global 
challenges. Inflation is an important eco-
nomic indicator that is closely monitored 
by the central bank. The consumer price 
index (CPI) increased by 3.35% in the 
1Q2022 YoY as per the latest data by the 
Federal Competitiveness and Statistics 
Centre. And whilst food and energy pric-
es increased significantly, inflation seems 
broad-based as eleven main sectors reg-
istered higher prices. The dynamics re-
flect among others the impact of supply 
chains disruptions and bottlenecks, the 
surge in prices of agricultural and indus-
trial commodities as well as energy pric-
es. The rise in borrowing costs could slow 
growth in the non-oil sector. Elevated oil 
prices are expected to boost government 
revenues, but fiscal policy should be 
more aligned with the macroeconomic 
environment, channeling domestic sur-

BIO 

Abdulla Bin Touq Al Marri was appointed 
Minister of Economy of the UAE under 
the new government structure approved 
in 2020. Prior to his appointment, Al 
Marri held important positions in the 
government as a senior, top-ranking 
official. He was the secretary general 
of the UAE Cabinet since 2017. He 
is also the former director general 
of the Executive Office of HH Sheikh 
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum 
and was the CEO of the Dubai Future 
Foundation. Al Marri is also member 
of the boards of directors of different 
federal entities. The minister holds a 
bachelor’s degree in civil engineering 
from the University of Sheffield in the 
UK and is also a graduate of the UAE 
Government Leaders Program and 
Mohammed Bin Rashid Center for 
Leadership Development.

pluses into sustainable investments and 
targeted support for the most vulnerable. 
Trade policy has a key role to play in pro-
tecting our population from some of the 
rise in global food prices by offering con-
sumers greater access to low- or no-tariff 
products—and this is what the CEPAs 
will do. Also, we are moving forward with 
a broad series of structural reforms, in-
cluding policies related to consumer pro-
tection and a revamp of the competition 
law, which would partly cushion some 
of the inflation on consumers. Finally, 
by committing to net-zero emissions by 
mid-century, the UAE has adopted a bold 
strategy to shield the economy from oil 
shocks, which is also likely to add some 
certainty and predictability to prices in 
the future. ✖
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BETTER FUTURE
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C H A P T E R  S U M M A R Y

SWINGS &
ROUNDABOUTS

he geopolitical events of 2022 are having 
a mixed impact on the UAE. On the one 
hand, the conflict in Ukraine is having a 

considerable effect on global trade. Both Russia 
and Ukraine are traditionally important suppliers 
of grain and energy to the region, forcing the UAE 
to look for alternatives. On the other hand, the 
conflict has also offered economic opportunities. 
The rise in global oil prices and demand is pro-
viding a short-term boom to the UAE’s revenues. 
This, combined with the strong policy response 
during the COVID-19 pandemic, places the 
UAE well to grow healthily in 2022 and beyond. 
Indeed, economic recovery is due to continue 
strongly, with forecasted GDP growth of at least 
4% in 2022. Inflation rose to a three-year high 
of around 2.5% at end-2021, and with the global 
inflationary trend, it is forecasted to rise further 
during this fiscal year. The UAE continues to 
benefit from a stable central bank, bolstered by 
huge foreign currency assets, providing the wider 
country with a large liquidity cushion. 

The FDI landscape also remains robust, 
buoyed by the continued support of a generous 
regulatory and tax environment. The World Bank 
Institute’s annual Worldwide Governance Indica-
tors highlights a negligible amount of corruption 
and business-friendly regulatory and legal frame-

works. The Heritage Foundation’s 2021 Index of 
Economic Freedom (IEF) survey, meanwhile, 
ranks the UAE 14th out of 184 economies, below 
Canada but above Luxembourg and the US. IEF 
also highlights low barriers to trade, a sound legal 
framework, and regulations in the UAE that sup-
port open-market policies and a favorable busi-
ness climate.

Underscoring much of the efforts of recent 
years is the success of Dubai Expo 2020, which 
was postponed to 2021 due to the pandemic. The 
country is attempting to leverage the spotlight 
shone on Dubai during the event to maintain the 
momentum built during those months. As with 
efforts to diversify the economy, however, the 
government is also considering ways in which 
to balance the strength of the UAE economy be-
tween its seven constituent Emirates. Whilst the 
UAE is more than the sum of just Abu Dhabi and 
Dubai, the two Emirates alone contribute 85% 
of the nation’s GDP. Sharjah, Ras Al Khaimah, 
Ajman, Umm Al Quwain, and Fujairah are less 
frequently mentioned in the economic story of 
the UAE. It remains to be seen whether the suc-
cess of economic policies in attracting foreign 
investment through free zones, golden visas, and 
100% foreign ownership will have a similar im-
pact in the Northern Emirates. ✖

Investment
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Burj Khalifa, the 
tallest building 

in the world, 
dominates the 

skyline of Dubai
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FDI KEY FACTS (2020)
SOURCE: UAE MINISTRY OF ECONOMY

� 15th globally for 
FDI flows

� 13th globally 
in investment 
outflows

� The UAE 
accounts for 54.4% 
of total FDI inflows 
to West Asia region

� The UAE 
accounts for 40.2% 
of total FDI inflows 
to MENA region

� USD150.896 
billion in 
cumulative FDI 
inflows

� USD203.727 
billion in 
cumulative FDI 
outflows to the 
world 
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I N T E R V I E W

Derek Nicholson 
D I R E C T O R  O F  S T R AT E G Y  & 
P L A N N I N G ,
A L P H A  D H A B I  H O L D I N G

BIO 

Derek Nicholson is the Director 
of Strategy & Planning at 
Alpha Dhabi Holding and 
leads the group’s research 
to identify diversification and 
growth opportunities into new 
sectors and countries. With 
over 27 years of experience, 
including 11 in the Middle 
East, he has operated in many 
business sectors including 
investment banking, oil and 
gas, real estate and healthcare. 
During his career, he has led 
multiple M&As and investment 
transactions across all 
stages of the business cycle. 
He previously held roles at 
Barclays and Standard Life 
Investments as well as a large 
private conglomerate in the 
UAE.

Alpha Dhabi Holding has put in place an 
ambitious investment strategy to focus 
on innovation and growth.

creating champions within their existing industries. 
We see many opportunities, but the bar is high in 
terms of where we want to invest, because we are a 
listed company and therefore must justify our deci-
sions to the shareholders. We are growth oriented, 
and innovation and disruption are at the heart of 
where we choose to invest. 

How you are aligned with the national agenda when it 
comes to sustainability and the energy transition?
We are aligned with the targets and strategy of the 
government, which is poised to spend over USD160 
billion to achieve them. We can only conclude that 
there will be a large addressable market for us, with 
sustainability at the heart it all. As a group we have 
been developing our strategy and have taken the 
Abu Dhabi Vision 2030 and looked beyond it as well 
to the UN’s SDGs, which are crucial for the sectors 
we operate in. For one, we will invest in solar and 
wind technology in the energy transition space. We 
are holding discussions with partners and technol-
ogy providers to assess potential entry points. One 
initiative that we are applying this year is to plant a 
tree for every employee within a construction divi-
sion, which amounts to 23,000 trees.

What is your sustainable growth strategy?
We are diversifying growth. Being listed on the stock 
market, our business model is transparent. We are 
focused on high-growth, profitable companies, 
and sustainability has to be part of our long-term 
growth trajectory. We therefore have a long-term 
view of investments and acquisitions. Indeed, we 
have already met the SDGs across our entire group. 
The long-term goals of governments in terms of 
net zero mean there will be significantly more re-
lated investment, and in our sectors of operation 
we foresee USD3 trillion of additional investment 
on a global basis above what is already in place. As 
a group, we have global investments and intend 
for our reach to stretch beyond the immediate  
region. ✖

Where does Alpha Dhabi Holding stand today, and what is 
its strategy and investment approach?
The company was created in 2021 and is aligned 
with the diversification of Abu Dhabi. We are a 
conglomerate and investment holding company 
spread across multiple sectors. Industry is among 
our key verticals, a core company being the Na-
tional Marine Dredging Company (NMDC), which 
also includes the National Petroleum Construction 
Company. We are also active in the healthcare sec-
tor with Pure Health. Then, we have a construction 
vertical, Trojan, which is at the heart of developing 
and completing the expansion of Abu Dhabi and 
the wider UAE. We are present in hospitality, where 
we own several hotel assets, and we have an in-
vestment division where we invest across multiple 
companies and groups in Abu Dhabi and beyond 
where opportunities present themselves. We are 
highly focused on innovation and disruption to 
accelerate the growth of our business, and capital 
markets will play a key role in our growth. We have 
invested in IPOs that have taken place this year 
in Abu Dhabi and Dubai. We were a cornerstone 
investor in both the IPO of Borouge in the petro-
chemical sector and DEWA in the utilities sector. 
We continue to support the capital markets as part 
of our investment strategy.

How do you determine which industries to invest in?
We aim to continue to grow the verticals that we 
are currently in. Our ambition is to grow in the UAE 
and expand across the MENA region and beyond. 
We are looking at acquisitions, and a number of 
our subsidiaries have their own investment teams 
driving that agenda. At the holding company level, 
we support that. If we see opportunities, we bring 
them to the attention of the subsidiaries. We also 
want to expand beyond the core verticals we are in; 
if we see opportunities that add value and deliver 
shareholder returns, we will take them through our 
investment process. If they meet the criteria, we will 
look to invest in them and grow them in terms of 

a growth 
STRATEGY

 

Group asset base 
of over AED100 
billion

 

Long-term 
view underpins 
investments and 
acquisitions
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I N T E R V I E W

Samia Bouazza 
C E O  &  M A N A G I N G  D I R E C T O R ,
M U LT I P LY  G R O U P

What has been the journey of Multiply from 
starting as an SME to now?
We started Multiply in 2003 as a marketing 
agency in Abu Dhabi. Within 10 years, we 
grew into one of the largest locally grown 
agencies, enjoying exclusive rights for me-
dia who have dealt and retained with a lot 
of government clients. We have used the 
money we made in order to invest in oth-
er companies. We started inorganically, 
growing by investing in Viola Communi-
cations to have a bigger share of the mar-
ket in Abu Dhabi. With the extra money 
we made, we started building partnerships 
with marketing agencies and digital mar-
keting agencies around the world that had 
technologies that we did not have here 
in Abu Dhabi. We built a neuro market-
ing partnership deal with London-based 
Linguabrand, Social Fly in New York, SIS 
International Research in the US. This al-
lowed us to access their technology, their 
talent, while being lean. This also facilitat-
ed our organic growth. Inorganically, we 
invested in Viola until two years ago when 
we merged our operations and decided 
to create one entity that is currently Viola 
Communications. Today, it is the largest 
and most holistic communications agency 
in the capital with exclusive media rights 
with Abu Dhabi’s government. Multiply 
decided to focus more on our inorganic 
growth, acquisitions, and diversification. 
In May 2020, we were acquired by IHC. 
We asked for funding, and we used that 
money in order to invest in more mar-
keting technology companies such as 
Yieldmo and Firefly in New York and San 
Francisco. With that, we started to act and 
behave more as a group, where we have 
increased our portfolio and do not operate 
every subsidiary. When the decision, made 
together with IHC, to become officially a 
public company, we agreed that we need-
ed to diversify our portfolio. We created a 
balanced portfolio to our shareholders, 
which is the final portfolio we went with 
when we listed our company on Decem-
ber 5, 2021. We reached about AED11.8 

billion of assets under management and 
raised AED3.1 billion when we went for the 
listing, and that is how we are here today.

What are some of the main avenues this money 
will be invested in?
We plan to allocate the cash we have raised 
to invest into our five verticals. Our job is 
to identify the right opportunities that we 
can bring into our ecosystem. Within the 
verticals, we want to spread the invest-
ments, ideally equally amongst them all to 
empower each company that we already 
own with two things. Either invest in its 
competitor or investing in companies that 
provide technologies or ancillary services 
that are better. In this way, we can com-
plement the way they operate by giving 
them an edge by bringing the technology 
to Abu Dhabi. We have specific investment 
criteria. We are focused on profitable com-
panies, companies that are already mature 
in their growth cycle, and which are dis-
rupting the way their businesses are done 
through the use of technology. We need to 
share the same mindset.

How do you leverage on the green moment 
when it comes to your subsidiaries and the or-
ganizations that you have invested in?
Organically, two of our subsidiaries in 
particular play a significant role in Abu 
Dhabi’s strategy of clean energy and re-
newables. First, our utilities company PAL 
Cooling Holding. District cooling, by defi-
nition, is 50% more energy efficient, and 
with the right technology and the right an-
cillary products, it can become even more. 
That plays a major part in saving carbon 
emissions. With regards to Emirates Driv-
ing Company, they are changing their fleet 
from normal cars to hybrid and to electric 
vehicles. This will all play a positive role in 
Abu Dhabi’s plans to cut carbon emissions 
and there is a good momentum. We will 
look to include a lot of low carbon foot-
print companies in our portfolio. ✖

*This interview was conducted in March 2022
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GROWING
with the 
country
Multiply Group will continue 
to grow its asset base and 
invest in a balanced portfolio of 
steady companies that generate 
recurring income and
high-growth businesses.
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Cities can drive 
the market to 
accelerate green 
transition

 

Working to 
maintain 
London as a 
truly global city

Richard Burge 
C H I E F  E X E C U T I V E ,
L O N D O N  C H A M B E R  O F  C O M M E R C E 
A N D  I N D U S T R Y

What is the role of the London Chamber of Commerce, 
and how has it transformed since you arrived?
I came from outside of the chamber community, 
and my job is to come in and do something dif-
ferent. We have made some serious changes in 
the past 18 months. Internally, the management 
and performance systems have been updated. 
The crucial change for us is to turn the London 
Chamber into the Chamber for London as an 
international and global city. Our job is to re-
flect, respond, promote, encourage, and engage 
with the world, with London as that global city. 
There are a number of things that we have had to 
change. Just within London, we cannot deliver the 
granular level services that ordinary companies 
in London need from a chamber of commerce. 
We have made an effort to develop a network of 
chambers across London, some of which already 
existed. That enables us to focus on the interna-
tional global city aspect. We will become much 
more than a trade advisory service. We are devel-
oping member venues across the city. There will 
be a large trade center in the west end of London. 
We are also opening our own accelerator unit and 
a sandbox focused on businesses such as SMEs 
being able to trade internationally. We will be fo-
cusing on areas of disadvantage. We want to move 
from diversity to inclusion. Transactions and the 
nature of geopolitics and failure to negotiate 
global trade deals are being substituted by bilat-
eral deals, meaning there is great inconsistency 
in trade. We are passionate about globalization 
and believe that you share wealth and prosperity 
through business and secure peace through trade. 
Thus, we will work with cities that are like us. 
There are many global cities struggling at the mo-
ment because the two key things that they need 
are under threat: the central government that sees 
them a tool in their geopolitical arsenal and a ju-
diciary that has become politicized. For me, glob-
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The London Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry seeks to play a major 
role in the transformation of London as 
an international global city and forge 
closer relationships with other major 
cities around the world.

al cities flourish when the underlying legal princi-
ple judges our independence and neutrality when 
enforcing contracts. For a country that has seven 
absolute monarchies, Dubai and Abu Dhabi are 
still in that space. 

How do you see the role of the London Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry in this recovery phase for the city? 
COVID-19 and other underlying issues caused 
huge pressure in terms of productivity and glob-
al debt; however, it has pushed businesses to 
change things for the better. Productivity and 
effectiveness matter, and this is where personal-
ized work solutions (PWS) come in. Everyone will 
start to implement PWS, which will lead to people 
living healthier, productive, and more enjoyable 
work lives. We are learning more about how busi-
nesses and cities have to be more resolute.

When we talk about sustainable growth of cities, what 
are the most important things to take into consideration?
Measure, measure, and measure: You cannot take 
action unless you are measuring things accurate-
ly. It is not just data but also the metrics too. For 
the moment, we do not have a consistent way 
of measuring and recording the greenhouse gas 
emission of businesses and entire cities. Many 
companies have portions of their business exter-
nalized. They have no idea what affect that has on 
sustainability. We need to make these matrices 
transparent. A company’s weakness is not about 
what they are doing but what their supply chain 
is doing. They could be doing everything right 
but find out their suppliers are doing something 
wrong. They are relying on someone being com-
pletely unsustainable. Unless we get the ways of 
measuring, validating, and verifying the valida-
tions right, climate change impacts such as water 
and waste will still be a major issue even with the 
best intentions. ✖

a new ERA
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M A S T E R C A R D

What key milestones has Mastercard achieved 
in the past two years?
Our greatest milestone was supporting, 
appreciating and celebrating everyone's 
resiliency, at work or home over the 
course of the pandemic. We doubled 
down on our mission to build a connect-
ed, inclusive and sustainable economy 
where everyone has the opportunity 
to thrive, by tapping into the power of 
technology to bring more locally rele-
vant digital solutions to market. Our tar-
get is to connect 1 billion people to the 
digital economy by the end of 2025, and 
we have already reached more than 675 
million people. We have seen an enor-
mous shift in digitization. E-commerce 
and contactless mobile payments saw 
more acceleration in the past two years 
than in the last 10 years. Today, nine out 
of 10 transactions in most markets, espe-
cially in the GCC and UAE, are contact-
less. Mastercard’s 2022 New Payments 
Index found that 89% of people in the 
EEMEA region have used at least one 
emerging payment method in the last 
year, the highest of all regions surveyed 
in the global study. This landscape of 
accelerated digitization of payments is 
also good news from an ESG perspective. 
We are accelerating our own timeline to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and 
we now plan to reach net zero in 2040, a 
decade earlier than planned. In 2022, we 
also connected employee compensation 
to our ESG goals, stressing how import-
ant reaching these goals are to us. We are 
in touch with over 25,000 financial insti-
tutions globally, where there are billions 
of consumers who could be connect-
ed to more sustainable solutions. One 
such product and another milestone 
for us is our Carbon Calculator, which 
is a platform connected to banking apps 
that gives consumers insight into the 
environmental impact of their spend-
ing, based on aggregated data for broad 
categories. Additionally, we launched a 
Sustainable Cards Materials Directory 
to reduce plastic waste and so far over 
10 million sustainable cards have been 
made. 
 
How does Mastercard define sustainability? 

For us, there are two key elements. The 
first one is environmental stewardship 
to combat climate change, and the sec-
ond is related to financial inclusion, to 
ensure equal access to a prosperous life. 
We are committed to doing well by do-
ing good on both fronts, because they 
are intricately linked. We have to be re-
sponsible for helping communities to 
grow, and we need to reach those who 
are not financially included. Financial 
inclusion means everyone has an iden-
tity that enables them to safely transact 
and keep their money secure. It includes 
the ability to apply for affordable capital, 
even if it is small, and to plan for growth. 
In terms of environmental goals, we are 
committed to net zero by 2040 and by 
forming the Priceless Planet Coalition, 
which now has over 100 partners, we 
are actively working towards restoring 
100 million trees by 2025. Increasing 
awareness among billions of consum-
ers through our partnerships and B2B 
model is another one of many important 
ways we are tackling climate change on a 
broader scale. 
  
How do you perceive the trilemma between: 
the consumer, producer, and policymakers 
regarding sustainability?
There is a high level of sustainability 
awareness, especially in the UAE and 
broadly in the GCC. The government is 
making an explicit effort and commit-
ment to drive sustainability as an agen-
da. It is happening, and it is something 
that they push and create policy frame-
works for. Consumer awareness, is goal 
number one. Much work still needs to be 
done on consumer awareness and giving 
them information about exactly what is 
happening, what they can do about it, 
and how their choices can influence pos-
itive outcomes. As an industry, we need 
to come together to make that happen, 
by also sharing data in a responsible way. 
As consumers demand more sustainabil-
ity solutions, the producers and suppli-
ers want to solve the consumer demands 
by moving into those practices. This is a 
virtuous cycle, but I believe the biggest 
impact creator is consumer awareness at 
its core. ✖
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A MAJOR
shift
Sustainability has become a 
core component of Mastercard’s 
efforts in the last few years, 
with initiatives to reduce plastic 
waste and help consumers track 
the environmental impact of 
their spending.
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With an investment strategy that pays close attention to ESG initiatives, 
Alpha Dhabi stands out as one of the Emirate's key players in driving its 
sustainable development toward a net-zero carbon future.

ALPHA DHABI’S 
GREAT LEAP FORWARD 

THE ABU DHABI-BASED CONGLOMERATE, which is one of the fast-
est-growing investment holding companies in the UAE and is listed 
on the Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange (ADX), has a clear growth 
strategy that is underpinned by integrating ESG initiatives and driv-
ing value across its business.

Since its listing on ADX in June 2021, Alpha Dhabi has demon-
strated its resilience and ability to grow at pace with assets totaling 
AED101.3 billion (USD27.6 billion), revenues of AED17.1 billion 
(USD4.7 billion) and net profit of AED7.9 billion (USD2.2 billion) 
as at the end of 1H2022, up significantly from the prior year period. 
This rapidly growing investment holding company aspires to be a 
driving force in supporting the UAE’s Net Zero 2050 strategic ini-
tiative, which is aligned with the Paris Agreement, by leveraging its 
keen focus on innovation and disruptive technologies to drive val-
ue and support the creation of a diversified and inclusive economy 
in the UAE through the investments it makes.

The UAE intends to invest AED598 billion (USD163 billion) in 
clean energy projects, as part of the country’s sustainable develop-
ment agenda. Running parallel to this goal, Alpha Dhabi—which 
benefits from a strong balance sheet and cash position of AED16.6 
billion (USD4.5 billion)—is pursuing opportunities that can add 
value to its business and demonstrate its ongoing ESG commit-
ment and credentials. 

A concrete example of this is Alpha Dhabi’s (alongside ADQ) ac-
quisition of a 15% stake and strategic alliance with OCI Methanol 
Group (OCI), a pioneer in developing clean methanol. The strate-
gic agreement will see OCI incorporated as an ADGM company in 
Abu Dhabi and focus on clean methanol as a fuel for the future. 
Further bolstering Alpha Dhabi’s credentials is its 75% acquisition 
of W Solar, which will become an increasingly active player in the 
ESG and renewable energy space, supported by a strong pipeline of 
ESG-related investments.

This commitment is also firmly evidenced by Alpha Dhabi’s 
subsidiaries. National Marine Dredging Company and its agree-
ment with Masdar—Abu Dhabi’s leading renewable energy com-
pany—which will explore renewable energy opportunities in off-
shore wind, green hydrogen, and other clean energy technologies. 
Moreover, National Petroleum Construction Company, another 
Alpha Dhabi subsidiary, has signed an agreement with Technip 
Energies to form a new company, NT Energies, to drive the ener-
gy transition sector in several countries across the MENA region, 
including the UAE. Furthermore, this strategy of investing in dis-
ruptive and innovative technologies complements Abu Dhabi's 
broader diversification objectives. The Emirate seeks to be one of 
the most technologically advanced cities in the world, and Alpha 
Dhabi expresses this ambition through its targeted investment 
mandate approach. A prime example of this is the stake in Alpha 
Wave Ventures II, a AED9.2-billion (USD2.5 billion) commitment to 
invest in the fund that seeks to invest in growth-stage companies in 

high-tech sectors with a focus on consumer internet, fintech, and 
biotech, among others. The goal here is to leverage the disruptive 
tech and bring that into Alpha Dhabi’s ecosystem, thereby driving 
growth and value regionally. Similarly, Alpha Dhabi’s investment in 
WIO Bank, a digital banking platform jointly owned by Abu Dhabi 
Developmental Holding Company (ADQ), Etisalat, and First Abu 
Dhabi Bank, showcases the company’s ambitious vision and a clear 
sector and geographic focus to drive sustainable growth. Even in 
carbon-heavy sectors such as construction, Trojan Construction 
Group advances its green agenda through the use of materials that 
reduce CO2 emissions and water consumption for construction 
and the waste subsequently created. These are just some exam-
ples; however, Alpha Dhabi sees a growing opportunity set within 
the circular economy that continues to underpin its ESG ambitions 
across numerous sectors.

The diversity of this holding company’s portfolio spreads across 
a number of key sectors in the UAE, such as healthcare, construc-
tion, real estate, renewable energy, industrial, petrochemicals, and 
hospitality—reinforcing the UAE’s diversification strategy and con-
solidation efforts. This is best demonstrated by Alpha Dhabi’s re-
cent acquisitions to strengthen their healthcare vertical, by acquir-
ing more than 70% of Yas Clinic Group and Tamouh Healthcare as 
it looks to build the region’s largest integrated healthcare platform, 
Pure Health. These sustainability objectives, the development of 
the Emirate and the search for companies with high growth poten-
tial continues to inform Alpha Dhabi’s investment strategy. Cou-
pled by its strong financial position to readily deploy capital in new 
opportunities provides the company a pathway towards growth 
and scalability beyond its geographical borders.

Looking outside the UAE, Alpha Dhabi has expressed interest to 
expand its reach in the region and is keeping a watchful eye on mar-
kets in Saudi Arabia and Egypt with both markets backed by robust 
market fundamentals and continued growth potential. Through its 
subsidiary Aldar, one of the largest real estate developers and man-
agers in the region, Alpha Dhabi has made its first step toward its 
regional ambitions given Aldar’s recent foray into the Egypt mar-
ket with its acquisition of SODIC, one of Egypt’s leading real estate 
companies.  

The UAE’s commitment to reaching net zero carbon emission 
by 2050 has brought about a sea change in the business commu-
nity’s approach on sustainability. The momentous nature of this 
transition brings with it as many risks as well as opportunities. As 
a powerhouse in the UAE, Alpha Dhabi will play a leading role in 
shaping the operating environment to drive sustainability across 
the Emirate. With its fast-growing portfolio in construction, health-
care, hospitality, industries, and investments in promising sectors, 
Alpha Dhabi is uniquely positioned to leverage its experience and 
strength and scale to leap forward in parallel with the progression 
and development of the UAE. ✖
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How is ADNIC expanding its personal and corporate of-
ferings potentially to accommodate “green,” or sustain-
able, insurance?
ADNIC continues to focus on how it can contrib-
ute to society in terms of promoting sustainability 
for the community. In line with the overall gov-
ernment vision supporting sustainability. We are 
aligned as a company with the government’s goals 
to promote and support sustainability. 

Can you elaborate on your recent environmental, social, 
and corporate governance (ESG) report?
ADNIC’s work is closely aligned with the overall 
objectives of the government. Accordingly, AD-
NIC’s report seeks to embed the culture internal-
ly of the importance of the ESG global initiatives. 
We implement initiatives to make a contribution 
to the overall government efforts in that direction. 
We released our ESG report as a roadmap for us. 
For our external stakeholders to understand what 
ADNIC is doing and our internal stakeholders to 
be educated and aligned with ADNIC’s efforts.

How would you assess 2021 in terms of challenges and 
opportunities?
In general, 2020 was the most challenging year, 
and 2021 was a continuation of such challeng-
es, though it was less challenging for the overall 
economy as well as for ADNIC. Overall, 2021 was 
a successful year for ADNIC in terms of growth 
and profit. This was the result of our ability to re-
spond timely and efficiently to the situation and 
make sure business could continue in terms of 
service delivery and ensuring our customers could 
access our services smoothly. The needs of indi-
vidual customers and corporate customers have 
changed. A large part of the credit goes to the ef-

fective and sophisticated infrastructure of the gov-
ernment. The government’s guidance and clarity 
also made it easier for organizations like ADNIC to 
respond without any confusion.

Did you see any consolidations or changes in the insur-
ance industry’s dynamics?
There was an influx of capacity into the market 
well before the pandemic, and during the pan-
demic we saw a shrinkage of part of such capaci-
ty. There were a few market exits by international 
players, which boosts market health in general, 
because the market itself is overcrowded and frag-
mented. There are more insurance companies, 
whether they are listed or branches of internation-
al companies, than what the market needs, so the 
exit of extra capacity helped the market sustain 
the challenges. The rates are still below technical 
levels and are still in favor of buyers of insurance.

With ADNIC approaching its 50th anniversary, what 
strategies do you have in place to maintain your strong 
position in the market?
ADNIC’s vision has always been, and will contin-
ue, to maintain the position as one of the regional 
leaders. We also aim to continue to diversify geo-
graphically and product-wise.

What do ADNIC’s upgraded ratings by various ratings 
agencies mean for the company?
2021 was a special year that saw Standard & Poor’s 
upgrade ADNIC from A- to A with a stable outlook 
at the beginning of this year. In September, AD-
NIC was assigned an A rating by AM Best. We now 
have a rating from both rating agencies. Although 
A- was an acceptable global security, with A we are 
now able to access more business. ✖

 

Investing in 
technology 
and training of 
resources

 

Upgraded to A by 
rating agencies

STEADY 
SHIP

Ahmad Idris 
C E O ,
A B U  D H A B I  N AT I O N A L  I N S U R A N C E 
C O M PA N Y  ( A D N I C )

After almost 50 years in the industry, 
ADNIC has reached even greater 
heights and won several prestigious 
industry awards.
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SME support a 
big focus

 

Vision to be 
catalyst of 
sustainable 
economic 
growth and 
diversification

Massimo Falcioni 
C E O ,
E T I H A D  C R E D I T  I N S U R A N C E  U A E 
( E C I )

As the trend to build a sustainable economy in UAE de-
velops, how is ECI expanding its offerings and its vision 
to support this?
ECI is a federal company, internationally rated 
AA- (Fitch), which operates as the Export Cred-
it Agency (ECA) of the UAE. It started just four 
years ago with a clear mission to be a catalyst of 
sustainable economic growth and support the di-
versification the economy in the UAE, under the 
leadership of our first Chairman of the Board the 
late His Highness Sheikh Hamdan bin Rashid Al 
Maktoum, at the time UAE Minister of Finance 
and Deputy Ruler of Dubai. Everything that we 
do in terms of insurance, guarantees, supporting 
trade, or project financing supports our mission. 
We now have a clear 50-year plan in the UAE with 
50 principles, 50 objectives, and 10 principles for 
federal companies to be accomplished in the next 
50 years. SMEs are important because they need 
to grow and represent 94% of the total compa-
nies and institutions operating in the UAE and 
contribute more than 50% to the country’s non-
oil GDP. We are not only a facilitator and a stabi-
lizer in tough times, but also an accelerator. We 
can accelerate SMEs to grow but in a sustainable 
way. The company was awarded in 2019, 2020 and 
2021 as the most innovative and fastest-growing 
ECA in the Middle East and Africa by several spe-
cialized reviews (Cfi.co) and most recently Export 
Credit Agency of the Year 2021 by Global Trade 
Review for its strategy, dynamism, and growth 
trajectory.

Support extended by ECI to non-oil sectors jumped 
128% in 2021 to AED11.4 billion. What opportunities 
does this surge in trade provide for ECI?
We provided access to 106 countries for UAE ex-
porters and re-exporters, though they need to 
have a minimum local content of 20% in the UAE. 
First, they exported Made in the Emirates items 
to foreign countries, selling their products with 
open credit terms, and not cash payments or let-
ters of credit. We supported all those who were 
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The national export credit agency of 
the UAE, ECI works to reinforce the 
country’s economic diversification 
programs as well as support its export 
and international trade and investment 
activities.

active and created a payment mechanism so they 
wouldn’t experience any cash flow issues and 
were able to hire more employees. The total non-
oil trade value supported in the period 2019-2021 
is AED19 billion, of which 50% were exports (1% 
of total UAE exports). We also boosted the export-
ers local trade within the country, and their raw 
material supply, which was important, especially 
during COVID-19 to secure availability of food 
and beverage, pharmaceutical products among 
the others. These companies needed to insource 
and pay their suppliers. We also secured financ-
ing through commercial banks. 80% of ECI port-
folio are SMEs, from more than 16 sectors.

What is your current assessment of the development of 
the SME sector moving forward?
The UAE through the central bank injected ap-
proximately more than AED490 billion in liquidi-
ty. The targeted economic support scheme (Tess), 
which gave banks AED50 billion to directly inject 
liquidity specifically for SMEs, was successful, as 
were all the other initiatives and policies put in 
place. SMEs need to learn how to become inter-
national and pay an open creditor. The govern-
ment has put in place many federal and local ini-
tiatives such as promotional agencies, the Dubai 
Industry & Export, the Abu Dhabi Economic 
Department, and the Chamber of Commerce of 
Abu Dhabi, and SMEs should be more diligent 
and use the tools provided. There is a fantastic 
sustainable initiative program for women called 
SheTrades supported by the Dubai Industry and 
Export, and ever woman in the UAE should regis-
ter, even if they are not entrepreneurs. They learn 
how to open a website and handle the account-
ing for their business. This ensures all businesses 
learn how to be sustainable. SMEs are extremely 
important. There cannot be a diversified and sus-
tainable economy in the UAE unless SMEs are 
taught to become more resilient, stronger, edu-
cated, and competitive. They need to do one im-
portant thing: set aside time for education. ✖

catalyst OF GROWTH
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F O C U S 
100% ownership policy

OWN IT
The UAE is wisely making investment more appetizing, by opening the 
door to full foreign ownership, with a caveat.

INVESTMENT is a sufficient commitment in itself, but having to share 
ownership by law rather than intention has served to dissuade many 
a potential deal. The UAE is in the throes of a major economic trans-
formation not seen since the initial exploitation of the black stuff. Di-
versification and the development of local skill and entrepreneurship 
are the basis of the nation’s economic fortune in the 21st century. 
Yet this in itself requires FDI and the further arrival of know-how and 
innovative companies that have proven themselves on the interna-
tional stage. In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic while much of 
the world’s economy was in suspended animation, the UAE upped 
the game dramatically. The government of the UAE has in fact leg-
islated profound policy shifts to welcome FDI, and elsewhere in this 
publication we explain how that works for the residency component.  
In short, the country intends to become a regional hub of high-tech 
and industry and acknowledges that this is not a solo endeavor.

ARE YOU ON THE LIST?
On June 1, 2021, the UAE Companies Law lifting the all-important 
curb on foreign ownership of onshore companies in the UAE came 
into effect; that is, not companies registered in the UAE’ Free Trade 
Zones, an entirely separate economic model. Accordingly, foreign-
er nationals became entitled to set up companies with 100% own-
ership—with the exception of industries of “strategic impact”—as 
enshrined in the provisions of Federal Decree-Law No. 26 of 2020 
amending the provisions of Federal Law No. 2 of 2015 on Commercial 
Companies. The Abu Dhabi Department of Economic Development 
issued a comprehensive list of foreign ownership activities, known 
as the FOA List of businesses, that can be 100% foreign owned. The 
FOA List covers over 1,100 activities across diverse sectors ranging 
from agriculture, manufacturing, contracting, to healthcare and re-
tail. No longer do commercial firms require a minimum 51% Emirati 
shareholder or an agent in the case of branches of foreign companies. 
Firms can also take the IPO route should they wish to become joint 
stock companies, selling up to 70% of the firm, as compared to the 
previous 30%. Meanwhile, the decree ceded authority to relevant lo-
cal authorities to determine a specific percentage of Emiratis in the 
capital allocation and boards of directors of companies, approving 
requests to establish companies, excepting joint stock companies, 
and stipulating fees and charges in step with the policies of the UAE 
Cabinet. 

One might argue that the abovementioned classification of “strate-

gic impact” is somewhat of a get-out clause. And indeed, the latest le-
gal amendments  grant each Emirate’ssssss Department of Econom-
ic Development (DED) the power to impose minimum UAE National 
shareholding levels and board participation for companies incorpo-
rated within their jurisdiction. This immediately begged the question 
of whether Emirates would follow Abu Dhabi’s lead, although they 
have individually pledged to do so. In truth though, carte blanche 
ownership would have been a bigger surprise yet, and the limitation 
should not be an encumbrance for many business concerns. Those 
strategic impact sectors, according to the Strategic Impact Resolu-
tion, UAE Cabinet Resolution No. 55 of 2021m are: security, defense 
and military activities; banks, exchange houses, and finance compa-
nies; insurance; currency printing; communications; haj and umrah 
services; Quran centers; and services related to fish traps.

ARE THEY GAME?
Yes, it seems so, and off the bat, various Emirates pledged commit-
ment to the new normal. For one, the Sharjah Economic Develop-
ment Department (SEDD) announced that, starting June 2021, it 
would be implementing the full foreign ownership policy. Indeed, 
SEDD Chairman Sultan Abdullah Al Suwaidi commented at the time 
that his Department’s list of economic pursuits open for foreign 
ownership confirmed, “Sharjah’s eagerness to attract more foreign 
direct investment and highlights its efforts to enhance its competitive 
business environment.” Meanwhile, His Highness Sheikh Ahmed 
bin Humaid Al Nuaimi, Representative of the Ruler of Ajman for Ad-
ministrative and Financial Affairs and Chairman of the Ajman DED 
also observed at the time that, "This decision is an important step 
that translates the new government's policy and strategic visions 
by providing a competitive infrastructure for investment, [that will 
increases] the attraction of foreign direct investment to various vital 
sectors in the emirate of Ajman.” His message again was of the need 
for creating the right investment climate for sustainable and diversi-
fied development.

Of course, while radical in its scope, the foreign ownership initia-
tive is but a reflection of the broader Abu Dhabi Vision 2030. A com-
prehensive program devised to achieve the government’s immediate 
economic priorities. Priorities that, providing a welcoming address 
for foreign participation, include building an open, efficient, effective 
and globally integrated business environment, while pursuing a dis-
ciplined fiscal policy responsive to economic cycles. ✖
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Sharjah is eager 
to develop green 
energy and green 
technology

Mohammed Juma’a Al  Musharrakh 
C E O ,
I N V E S T  I N  S H A R J A H

How can Sharjah facilitate greater investment opportu-
nities and what is your organization doing to boost in-
terest?
Before the recovery started, we did our home-
work. We revised our strategy for the sectors that 
Sharjah was set to focus on post-COVID-19. We 
have updated the strategy and we worked with 
PwC to restructure our whole approach in terms 
of FDI attraction. Currently, we are focused on 
seven sectors: health and wellbeing, mobility and 
logistics, culture and tourism, agrifood technol-
ogy, green technology, human capital and inno-
vation, and advanced manufacturing. These are 
in alignment with the UAE’s overall strategy and 
the sectors that the UAE is focusing on. In terms 
of advanced manufacturing, the Ministry for 
Advanced Science in the UAE has recently an-
nounced a new industrial strategy called “Opera-
tion 300 Billion.” This is a 10-year, comprehensive 
strategy that aims to empower and expand the in-
dustrial sector in the UAE. The “300 billion” is in 
reference to the many manufacturers around the 
world that are invited to invest in advanced man-
ufacturing in the UAE. Then, there’s the “Made in 
the UAE” program, whereby companies are en-
couraged to come to the UAE to manufacture and 
export to the whole world from the UAE. Accord-
ingly, we launched the new Sharjah Research and 
Technology Park in late 2020 to attract different 
companies and technology in manufacturing, 3D 
printing, blockchain, and so on. Today, Bee’ah, 
one of the leading environmental companies 
with great ambitions in hydrogen energy and re-
newable energy. There are two programs they are 
working on: one with Masdar, which will produce 
energy from waste; and one with Chinook to pro-
duce hydrogen power, also from waste. Sharjah is 
eager to develop green energy and green technol-
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Trustees at Pantheon-Assas 
University Paris II. 

Invest in Sharjah is focused on seven 
key sectors that the Emirate believes 
will drive future growth and be the 
industries of the future.

ogy. When it comes to health and wellbeing, we 
have launched Healthcare City, which we expect 
to attract many healthcare providers from around 
the world. Recently it announced the Emirate’s 
first oncology center. When it comes to mobility 
and logistics, we want to take advantage of the 
infrastructure we have, especially our three ports, 
Sharjah International Airport, and the various free 
zones we have attached to our ports and airports. 
In terms of culture and tourism, Sharjah is known 
as the cultural capital of the UAE. We have many 
new tourist attractions, especially in ecotourism 
and archaeological tourism in Kalba, Khor Fak-
kan, and Dibba.

Within the seven focus sectors, what strategies are in 
place to enhance private-sector activity?
This goes through the services we provide at 
the Sharjah FDI office. We have a support unit 
that supports all investors interested in Sharjah, 
whether by guiding them through the process 
of investment and doing business, or simply by 
giving them the right advice on where to locate, 
whether on the mainland, or in one of our free 
zones. We also support them by helping them 
get located in the right area, whether it is an of-
fice, a warehouse, a factory, or any other type 
of operation. We provide the right information 
on new rules and regulations and what’s hap-
pening in the country and at the Emirate level, 
which helps them access the stimulus packages 
that the government has released. This is our 
role when it comes to helping the private sector. 
The Sharjah FDI office (Invest in Sharjah) falls 
under the Sharjah Investment and Develop-
ment Authority (Shurooq). Through Shurooq, 
we aim to create partnerships with the private 
sector. ✖

future OUTLOOK
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How else is SEDD working to facilitate the journey of for-
eign investors in Sharjah?
SEDD adopted number of procedures and mea-
sures to facilitate things for investors. Such 
procedures included the rapid implementation 
of the decisions recommended by the Sharjah 
Executive Council as well as identifying sectors 
and activities to be granted to foreign investors. 
Additionally, SEDD placed guidelines, improved 
registration of sectors and activities, and inten-
sified media and awareness procedures in order 
to facilitate investment channels for foreign in-
vestors. Also, the department improved its elec-
tronic and smart platforms and applications to 
provide best services. 

What is the role of SEDD in unlocking the potential of 
SMEs and start-ups in Sharjah?
SMEs represent about 98.6% of companies in 
Sharjah and play a major role in its flexibility 
and diversity. In addition, SEDD paid great at-
tention to these projects, starting with the de-
velopment of the Eitimad home licensing and 
providing support for all, even for students, 
once they start their entrepreneurship projects. 
The department also paid special attention to 
national projects. It also worked on marketing 
these companies abroad in cooperation with 
the Ministry of Economy and allowed some fa-
cilities in the issuance and renewal of licenses. 
Moreover, SEDD also developed the econom-
ic cooperation of these companies in order to 
open up to the international bodies that pro-
vided technical initiatives for SMEs in Sharjah, 
such as the cooperation and technical support 
program via the Korea SMEs and Startups Agen-
cy (KOSME). ✖

What is your assessment of the economic response of 
the Sharjah government to COVID-19?
The economic structure of Sharjah is free from 
any structural flaws or imbalances; no one eco-
nomic sector accounts for the largest segment of 
the structure of the national accounts of the Emir-
ate. Sharjah also represents an ideal environment 
not just for business, but for living as well. This is 
an outcome of governmental public spending on 
economic and social infrastructure. Moreover, the 
period that followed the crisis also demonstrated 
that the recession during the crisis was temporary, 
as current evidence indicates that individuals did 
not leave, travel, or emigrate from the Emirate 
throughout the crisis. This shows the strength of 
the Emirate's economy and its economic response 
to government support.

Sharjah has announced plans to award 100% ownership 
in commercial and industrial companies to foreign in-
vestors. What economic impact can we expect from this 
measure?
Sharjah and SEDD have issued and approved the 
mechanisms resulting from the application of 
100% foreign and investor ownership of compa-
nies. This will attract more FDI to the Emirate and 
encourage the private sector to invest more and 
expand its activities. This will help to increase the 
diversification of economic sectors and thus local 
sources of income. The decision will also improve 
the performance of companies and raise their 
competitiveness. Likely, it will help to improve 
business procedures. We also believe that the de-
cision will help to increase companies’ spending 
in innovation and development as well as to im-
prove management methods due to the presence 
of a real beneficiary in the company.

Sultan Abdullah bin Hadda
Al  Suwaidi 
C H A I R M A N ,
S H A R J A H  E C O N O M I C
D E V E L O P M E N T  D E PA R T M E N T 
( S E D D )

As a result of the efforts of Sharjah and 
SEDD, FDI and entrepreneurship in 
the Emirate have continued to steadily 
grow, even in the last two years.

RESILIENCE and strength

100%
foreign and investor 
ownership of 
companies set up in 
Sharjah

SMEs represent about 

98.6%
of companies in Sharjah
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WHAT DOES THE UAE HAVE in common with Ireland, Switzerland 
and Malta? What about Turkey and Spain? The relevant answer, for 
our purposes, is that these nations operate a Golden Visa scheme that 
invites affluent individuals to boost FDI in exchange for residency. 
The OECD has identified around 100 nations that offer such golden 
passports. And the goal reaches far beyond revenues, to brain power 
and technology transfer as entrepreneurs succumb to the temptation 
of convenient residency and the commercial rights that come with it. 

And while citizenship may well follow, there are usually a prerequi-
site number of years of residence first. Spain, for instance, stipulates 
10 for example, as well as a cultural tie in the form of language profi-
ciency. The practice has gained popularity in the wake of COVID-19. 
As home working opened the field to remote international hires from 
a global talent pool the new era of flexibility has also prompted many 
to consider physical relocation to appealing destination. According 
to the OECD, around 100 countries have extended the sweetener of a 
residency-qualifying Golden Visa.

INVEST IN THE UAE
The Golden Visa, introduced in the UAE in 2019, is no gimmick, but 
a key constituent of its FDI formula. Companies are being encour-
aged to set up local offices not least of all for time-zone advantages 
in dealing with regional markets. The application process has been 
streamlined and companies report a sense of security in making an 
investment commitment given the 10-year duration of the visa. In 
short, the golden visa framework serves Abu Dhabi’s diversification 
strategy and drive to build a globally competitive private sector ap-
pealing to foreign investment. The reality is that UAE has ambitions 
to evolve Dubai into a start-up and venture capital hub as the world 
eases into Industry 4.0 with its attendant technologies fueled by big 
data. Capital Abu Dhabi, meanwhile, is oriented to vanguard endeav-
ors such as medtech and agritech. And so promising is the Golden 
Visa scheme that the UAE has radically begun offering Golden Pass-
ports spelling fast-track citizenship, in contrast to the trend observed 
in Europe. Meanwhile, the visa stands to see widened eligibility as of 
this September.

SO, WHO’S GOLDEN ENOUGH?
Predictably, the answer is investors and entrepreneurs, which the 
UAE is particularly keen to welcome, as well as incentivizing its 
home grown blue-sky thinkers and scientists. Exceptional students 
and a plethora of professional also make the cut with reduced salary 

thresholds reduced to cast a wider net. The maximum duration spent 
beyond the UAE has also been rethought. According, the visa is not 
canceled should the holder remain beyond the country for over six 
months. An applicant may apply without a sponsor so long as they 
commit to a minimum investment in the UAE of AED2 million. This 
may take the form of investment funds accredited in the UAE; a com-
mercial or industrial license of an investor, with a minimum paid-up 
capital of the company in question of AED2 million, or else where the 
investor is the owner of a company in the UAE and pays minimum 
annual tax of AED250,000 to the Federal Tax Authority. The investor 
may also include a spouse and dependents in the application. For 
convenience, once an application is in process the applicant receive 
an entry permit valid for six months enabling multiple entries until 
the visa procedures are completed. 

WE GOT IT COVERED
Golden Visa holders often have insurance coverage as part of a com-
pany package, but local solutions reportedly offer annual premiums 
from under AED1,000. DAMAN, the National Health Insurance Com-
pany, was the first company in the UAE to introduce a health insur-
ance package tailored for Golden Visa holders. The Premier package 
starts from AED39,857 with an annual limit of AED20 million. It also 
offers 180-day coverage beyond the UAE during vacations or busi-
ness trips.

A SCHEME TO BUILD ON
The Golden Visa entitlements promise a gold-rush for local property 
developers as demand grows for high-scale properties, notably res-
idential. Indeed, the market reveals a rise in homes valued at AED2 
million (USD544,510 at time of writing), the now considerably re-
duced magic number that yields a Golden Visa. What’s more, as of 
this September the amended regulations no longer specify the nature 
of property transactions; that is, whether purchased units are ready, 
off-plan, or involve a mortgage or a cash payment. Some developers 
even have dedicated after-sales teams that assist the investor through 
the Golden Visa process. Retired foreigners to whom investor or busi-
nessmen eligibility criteria do not apply may apply if at least 55 years 
old and holding an AED1 million investment or monthly income of 
AED15,000.

In a diversifying economy already of investment appeal this ad-
vantageous visa scheme may yet become the goose that laid the gold-
en egg. ✖

F O C U S 
Golden visas

The UAE introduced a Golden Visa scheme in 2019 in order to boost FDI.

THE GOLDEN RATIO
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